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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Ziel Ein FLAIR Signalanstieg der Flüssigkeit in der Resektionshöhle

wurde als spezifisches und frühes Zeichen für einen Tumorprogress/

ein Tumorrezidiv beschrieben. Ziel dieser Studie war es, die Wertigkeit

dieses Zeichens bei zuvor operierten Hirnmetastasen zu untersuchen.

Material und Methoden 209 Fälle mit zuvor operierten zerebralen

Metastasen wurden retrospektiv untersucht, 41 Fälle mit mindestens

zwei MRT-Verlaufskontrollen wurden in die Studie eingeschlossen.

Die FLAIR-Signalintensität wurde sowohl qualitativ als auch quantitativ

in der MRT mit einem Tumorrezidiv/in der letzten MRT als auch in

der vorherigen MRT erfasst.

Ergebnisse 3 von 6 Fällen mit einem lokalen Tumorrezidiv zeigten

einen FLAIR-Signalanstieg (Sensitivität 50,0 %, Spezifität 100,0 %). In

einem Fall wurde dieses Zeichen sogar ca. 3 Monate vor Diagnose des

Tumorrezidivs beobachtet. Die Spezifität für ein Tumorrezidiv (lokal

und distant) lag ebenfalls bei 100,0 % mit einer jedoch niedrigeren

Sensitivität (13,0 %). Die quantitative Analyse zeigte signifikante

Unterschiede der Signalintensität in der Resektionshöhle bei Patienten

mit und ohne lokales Tumorrezidiv, ebenso für die Änderung der

Signalintensität.

Schlussfolgerung Ein FLAIR-Signalanstieg der Flüssigkeit in der

Resektionshöhle könnte auch bei zuvor operierten Hirnmetastasen

ein spezifisches und frühes Zeichen für einen Tumorprogress / ein Tu-

morrezidiv sein.

Kernaussagen

▪ Ein FLAIR-Signalanstieg der Flüssigkeit in der Resektionshöhle wird

nicht nur bei Gliomen, sondern auch bei Hirnmetastasen beob-

achtet

▪ Die Pathophysiologie dieses Zeichens könnte auf einen proliferati-

ven Prozess zurückzuführen sein

ABSTRACT

Purpose Increase in FLAIR signal of the fluid within the resection cav-

ity is described as a highly specific and early sign for tumor recurrence

in gliomas. The aim of this study was to assess the prognostic value of

FLAIR signal increase in partially or completely resected brain metasta-

ses.

Materials and Methods 209 cases of surgery for brain metastases

were assessed. 41 cases with at least two follow-up MRIs were retro-

spectively included in this study. Quantitative and qualitative assess-

ment of the FLAIR signal intensity of the fluid within the resection

cavity was performed in the MRI examination at recurrent disease/

last contact and in the previous MRI examination.

Results 3 of 6 cases with local tumor recurrence showed a FLAIR

signal increase (sensitivity 50.0 %, specificity 100.0 %). In one case,

this sign was observed even about 3 months before tumor recurrence.

The specificity of FLAIR signal increase for overall tumor recurrence (lo-

cal and distant) was also 100.0%, but with a lower sensitivity of 13.0 %.

Quantitative analysis showed significant differences for signal intensity

of the resection cavity as well as for the change of signal intensity of

the resection cavity in cases with or without local tumor recurrence.

Conclusion An increase in FLAIR signal of the fluid within the

resection cavity might be a highly specific and early sign of local tumor

recurrence/tumor progression also for brain metastases.

Neuroradiology
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Key points:

▪ An increase in FLAIR signal intensity of the fluid within the

resection cavity is also observed in previously resected brain

metastases.

▪ The pathophysiology of this sign might be due to a cell-prolifera-

tive process.

Citation Format

▪ Bette S, Gempt J, Wiestler B et al. Increase of the FLAIR Signal of the

Fluid within the Resection Cavity as Early Recurrence Marker: Also

Valid for Brain Metastases?. Fortschr Röntgenstr 2017; 189: 63–70

Introduction
Brain metastases are the most commonmalignant brain tumors in
adults. Especially breast cancer, lung cancer, melanoma and renal
cell cancer are known to develop brain metastases [1, 2]. Accord-
ing to current guidelines, surgery is recommended for sympto-
matic and accessible brain metastases followed by whole-brain
irradiation or stereotactic irradiation [3 – 6]. As surgery is a safe
treatment according to a recent study, some risk factors such
as location in an eloquent region or preoperative radiotherapy
that may increase the risk of postoperative neurological deficits
have to be considered preoperatively [7].
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is used for surveillance of

therapy and detection of tumor progression or tumor recurrence.
Early detection of tumor recurrence/progression is important to
adapt therapy regimes in a timely manner. Recent studies showed
a signal increase in T2-weighted fluid attenuated inversion recov-
ery (FLAIR) sequences of the fluid within the resection cavity as
a specific and early sign for tumor recurrence/tumor progression
in glioma patients [8 – 10]. To our knowledge, this has not yet
been assessed for brain metastases.
Analogously to a previous study [8], the aim of this study was to

analyze the prognostic value of a FLAIR signal increase in fluid
within the resection cavity for tumor recurrence/tumor progres-
sion in patients with previously resected brain metastases.

Methods
Patient population

The local ethics committee (5626/12) approved this non-inter-
ventional single-center study. The study was performed in accord-
ance with the ethical standards of the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki
and its later amendments [11].
Data analysis was performed by a neuroradiologist (SB, 6 years

of experience) analogously to the previous study [8]. Retrospec-
tive analysis of 204 patients with 209 consecutive surgeries for
brain metastases (recurrent or primary disease) between Decem-
ber 2008 and December 2015 was performed. Patients with an
early postoperative MRI examination and at least two follow-up
MRI examinations were included. Patients with a shrunken resec-
tion cavity (smaller than the intended size for measurement of
regions of interest (ROIs)) (n = 46), missing follow-up MRI scan
(n = 111), infection in the resection cavity (n = 6), missing FLAIR
images (n = 3), solid tumor in the resection cavity (n = 1) or blur-
red images (n = 1) were excluded. Therefore, 35 patients with
41 surgeries were included in the analysis. In two patients two dif-
ferent resection cavities (right and left hemisphere) and in one pa-
tient three different resection cavities (both hemispheres) were

analyzed and assessed as two/three different cases. Surgery of
brain metastases was performed with the aim of the maximum
resection of the contrast-enhancing part of the tumor while spar-
ing motor and language function. The extent of resection was
assessed in the early postoperative MRI examination and defined
as: complete resection (total resection of the contrast-enhancing
part of the tumor), incomplete resection (residual contrast-en-
hancing tumor at the resection cavity) or complete resection in
the resection cavity but residual distant metastases. The date of
FLAIR signal intensity change, date of MRI examination at recur-
rent disease/follow-up, date of previous MRI, and date of surgery
and previous radiotherapy were recorded. Tumor progression/tu-
mor recurrence was defined according to the RANO criteria for
brain metastases and in an interdisciplinary consensus (neurora-
diology, neurosurgery, radiation oncology, nuclear medicine)
[12]. The date of change in further treatment (e. g. surgery, radio-
therapy) was defined as the date of tumor recurrence/tumor
progression. Advanced imaging methods such as perfusion or
(O-(2[18-F]-Fluorethyl)-L-Tyrosin-Positron Emission Tomography
[FET-PET]) were used for the diagnosis of tumor progression or
tumor recurrence in unclear cases. Tumor recurrence/tumor pro-
gression was classified as local (at the site of previous surgery) or
distant (distant to the site of previous surgery) tumor recurrence/
progression.

Magnetic resonance imaging

MRI scans were performed similarly to the previous study [8] ei-
ther on a Philips Achieva (n = 12), Ingenia (n = 4) or Gyroscan
(n = 3) (Philips Medical Systems, The Netherlands B.V.) or on a
Siemens Verio (n = 12), Avanto (n = 6), Skyra (n = 1) or Symphony
(n = 1), (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). On the Philips
Achieva the following sequences were acquired: axial T2-weight-
ed (w) FLAIR images (acquisition time 3:00min, TR/TE of 12 000/
140 ms, 0.45 × 0.45 × 4 mm spatial resolution) or T2w 3 D
FLAIR images (acquisition time 4:52min, TR/TE 4800/278ms,
1.04 × 1.04 × 1.12mm spatial resolution) as well as axial T1w fast
field echo (FFE) images pre and post gadolinium T1w images (ac-
quisition time: 2:53min, TR/TE 530/10ms, 0 × 45 × 0.45 × 4mm
spatial resolution) or pre and post gadolinium MPRage images
(acquisition time 5:55min, TR/TE 9/4ms, 1mm³ isotropic spatial
resolution). On the Siemens Verio axial T2w FLAIR images (acqui-
sition time 3:44min, TR/TE 8560/136ms, 0.8 × 0.7 × 4mm spatial
resolution) or T2w 3 D FLAIR (acquisition time 5:52min, TR/TE
5000/395ms, 1mm³ isotropic spatial resolution) and axial T1w
images pre and post gadolinium (T1 inversion recovery, time of in-
version 860ms, acquisition time 4:02min, TR/TE 2000/9ms,
0.9 × 0.7 × 4mm spatial resolution) or MPRage (acquisition time
4:18min, TR/TE 1900/2.45ms, 1.1 × 1.1 × 1mm spatial resolu-
tion) were assessed. The contrast agent Magnograf® or Magne-
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vist® was administered intravenously (0.2ml/kg, 0.5 – 1ml/sec)
using an MR-compatible contrast medium injection system (Spec-
tris Solaris EP, Siemens Medical, Erlangen, Germany). Axial or cor-
onal T2w FLAIR images were acquired in 26 cases, and 3Dw FLAIR
images in 15 cases.

Image analysis

Image analysis was also performed by a neuroradiologist (SB, 6
years of experience) as previously described, who was not blinded
to the patient data [8, 10]. A second rater (TBB, 10 years of experi-
ence) also assessed the MR images while blinded to the clinical
data. Interrater reliability for qualitative analysis was assessed
using Cohen’s kappa. The signal intensity in FLAIR images (classi-
fied as: normal signal intensity compared to cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) or elevated signal intensity) was assessed at the date of re-
current disease/last MRI. For qualitative analysis the signal intensi-
ty was compared to the previous MRI scan and classified as in-
crease/decrease or no change. Analysis was not performed in the
early postoperative MRI examination (< 72 hours after surgery) to
avoid bias due to postoperative hemorrhage. The connection of
the resection cavity to CSF was classified as visible open connec-
tion/no visible open connection. The date of signal intensity
change (increase or decrease) was recorded.
Quantitative analysis was also performed as previously de-

scribed [8, 10]. Signal intensity was assessed in the MRI examina-
tion with recurrent disease/last contact and in the previous MRI
examination via regions of interest (ROIs) with a size of 5 –
10mm that were drawn in the resection cavity (1), extracranially
(2) to avoid background noise and in the CSF to avoid bias due to
measurement on different scanners (3) (▶ Fig. 1). ROI ratios of 1/
2 and 1/3 were calculated. Differences in signal intensity were cal-
culated for ROIs measured in the resection cavity (ROI 1) as well as
for ROI ratios 1/2 and 1/3 and then again classified as increase/de-
crease or no change.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis including descriptive data analysis was per-
formed using IBM SPSS Statistics version 23.0 (SPSS Inc., IBM
Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Normally distributed data are shown
as mean (+/– standard deviation). Non-normally distributed data
are shown as median (interquartile range (IR)). For comparison
between two independent groups, the Mann-Whitney U Test
was performed. Specificity and sensitivity were calculated. A p-
value <.05 was defined as significant.

Results
Patient and tumor characteristics (▶ Table 1)

41 cases (20 male, 21 female, mean age at date of surgery 57y)
with the diagnosis of a brain metastasis and neurosurgical resec-
tion were retrospectively included in this study. Complete tumor
resection was achieved in 24/41 cases. In 8/41 cases local com-
plete tumor resection was achieved, but other metastases were
present. 36/41 patients received radiotherapy after surgery dur-
ing follow-up. Histopathological analysis revealed brain metasta-
ses of lung cancer (n = 5), breast cancer (n = 13), melanoma

(n = 2), gastrointestinal cancer (n = 6), renal cell/urothelial cancer
(n = 6), sarcoma (n = 2), germ cell cancer (n = 3) and other cancers
(n = 4). ▶ Table 1 lists the histological entities of the brain metas-
tases.
23/41 cases presented with recurrent disease during follow-

up. 6 cases showed local tumor recurrence. 17 cases showed dis-
tant tumor recurrence only. The median time of the observation
period was 462 days (IR 259 – 994days). Recurrent disease was
proven by MR imaging according to the RANO criteria in 16 cases
or by additional advanced imaging methods (including FET-PET)
in 1 case. 5 patients received further surgery for recurrent disease,
and tumor cells were found in the CSF in 1 patient. Local recurrent
disease was proven histopathologically in 2/6 cases by another
surgery, in one case by proof of tumor cells in the CSF, in one
case by advanced imaging methods (FET-PET) and in two cases
by progression of the residual tumor.

Qualitative analysis (▶ Table 2, 3, ▶ Fig. 2, 3)

Interrater reliability revealed excellent agreement between the
two raters (Cohen’s kappa = 1). A change of FLAIR signal intensity
of the fluid within the resection cavity was observed in 10/41
(24.4 %) cases. An increase in FLAIR signal intensity was recorded
in 3/41 (7.3 %) cases, while a decrease was recorded in 7/41
(17.1 %) cases. 3/23 (13.0 %) cases with recurrent (local and dis-
tant) disease showed a signal increase, whereas 3/6 (50.0 %) cases

▶ Fig. 1 Quantitative analysis of FLAIR signal intensity using re-
gions of interest (ROIs). Resection cavity (1), extracranial (2) and
cerebrospinal fluid (3).
▶ Abb. 1 Quantitative Analyse der FLAIR-Signalintensität anhand
Regions of Interest (ROIs). Resektionshöhle (1), extrakraniell (2),
Liquor (3).
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with local recurrent disease showed a signal increase (gastrointes-
tinal cancer (n = 1), germ cell cancer (n = 1), sarcoma (n = 1)). All
patients with an increase in signal intensity of the resection cavity
showed local tumor recurrence resulting in a specificity of 100.0 %
(95 % confidence interval (CI) 90.0 – 100.0 %) and a sensitivity of
13.0 % (95% CI 2.8– 33.6 %) of FLAIR signal increase for tumor re-
currence and a specificity of 100.0 % (95% CI 90.0 – 100.0%) and a
sensitivity of 50.0 % (95% CI 11.8 – 88.2 %) for local tumor recur-
rence. None of the patients with distant tumor recurrence only
showed a signal increase in the resection cavity. 2 cases showed
a change in signal intensity at the date of recurrent disease. In
one case a signal intensity increase was observed 122 days before
the date of recurrent disease. All three cases with an increase in
signal intensity of the fluid within the resection cavity showed no
connection to the cerebrospinal fluid and had undergone previous
radiotherapy. 2 of the 3 cases with a signal intensity increase had
previous incomplete tumor resection, and 1 case had complete
tumor resection.

Quantitative analysis (▶ Table 3)

Significantly higher values of signal intensity in the resection cav-
ity were observed in cases with local recurrent disease than in
cases without recurrent disease (292.0 [112.3 – 646.5] vs. 38.0
[24.0 – 135.0], P = 0.004) and for the change in signal intensity in

▶ Table 1 Baseline Patient and Tumor Characteristics.

age 57y (+/–14y)

sex, female 21/41 (51.2 %)

histopathology

lung cancer 5/41 (12.2 %)

breast cancer 13/41 (31.7 %)

melanoma 2/41 (4.9 %)

GI cancer 6/41 (14.6 %)

renal cell/urothelial carcinoma 6/41 (14.6 %)

sarcoma 2/41 (4.9 %)

germ cell carcinoma 3/41 (7.3 %)

other cancers 4/41 (9.8 %)

▪ thymoma 1/4

▪ endometrial cancer 1/4

▪CNS lymphoma 1/4

▪CUP 1/4

recurrent disease during FU 23/41 (56.1 %)

▪ local recurrence 6/41 (14.6 %)

▪distant recurrence only 17/41 (41.5 %)

previous radiotherapy 36/41 (87.8 %)

extent of resection

▪ complete resection 24/41 (58.5 %)

▪ local incomplete resection 9/41 (22.0 %)

▪ complete resection, other metastases 8/41 (19.5 %)

connection resection cavity to CSF 6/41 (14.6 %)

Normally distributed variables shown as mean +/- standard deviation:
GI: gastrointestinal; CNS: central nervous system; CUP: cancer of un-
known primary; FU: follow-up; CSF: cerebrospinal fluid.

▶ Table 2 Qualitative Assessment of FLAIR Signal Intensity.

change of signal intensity 10/41 (24.4 %)

increase 3/10 (30.0%)

decrease 7/10 (70.0%)

recurrent disease

▪ increase/recurrent disease 3/23

▪ increase/no recurrent
disease

0/23

▪ specificity of signal
increase

100.0% (95% CI 90.0 – 100.0 %)

▪ sensitivity of signal increase 13.0 % (95% CI 2.8 – 33.6%)

local recurrence

▪ increase/local recurrence 3/6

▪ increase/no local
recurrence

0/6

▪ specificity of signal increase 100.0% (95% CI 90.0 – 100.0 %)

▪ sensitivity of signal increase 50.0 % (95% CI 11.8 – 88.2%)

CI: confidence interval.

▶ Table 3 Quantitative Assessment of FLAIR Signal Intensity.

signal intensity of resection cavity

▪ recurrent disease 41.0 (24.0 – 224.0)

▪no recurrent disease 53.5 (29.8 – 171.8)

▪ local recurrence 292.0 (112.3 – 646.5)1

▪no local recurrence 38.0 (24.0 – 135.0)1

change of signal intensity of resection cavity

▪ recurrent disease 8.0 (–43.7 – 56.0)

▪no recurrent disease –13.0 (287.5 – 16.8)

specificity 61.1% (95% CI 35.8 – 82.7 %)

sensitivity 56.5% (95% CI 34.5 – 76.8 %)

change of signal intensity of resection cavity

▪ local recurrence 76.5 (-12.5 – 428.0)1

▪no local recurrence -12.0 (-87.0 – 16.0)1

specificity 57.1% (95% CI 39.4 – 73.7 %)

sensitivity 83.3% (95% CI 35.9 – 99.6 %)

Non-normally distributed data shown as median (interquartile range);
CI: confidence interval.
1 P< 0.05.
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the resection cavity (76.5 [–12.5– 428.0] vs. -12.0 [–87.0 –16.0],
P = 0.031) (▶ Fig. 4). No differences were observed for signal in-
tensity values in the resection cavity in cases with or without over-
all tumor recurrence (41.0 [24.0 – 224.0] vs. 53.5 [29.8 – 171.8],
P = 0.958). Similar results are shown for the ratios ROI1/2 and
ROI1/3, ▶ Table 4 (online).
Quantitative assessment of FLAIR signal increase showed a sen-

sitivity and specificity of 56.5% (95% CI 34.5 – 76.8 %) and 61.1 %
(95 % CI 35.8 – 82.7 %), respectively, for tumor recurrence and a
sensitivity and specificity of 83.3 % (95 % CI 35.9 – 99.6 %) and
57.1 % (95% CI 39.4 – 73.7 %), respectively, for local tumor recur-
rence.

Discussion
An increase in FLAIR signal intensity of the fluid within the resec-
tion cavity might be an early and highly specific sign of local tu-
mor recurrence for patients with brain metastases. Accordingly,
this sign is not glioma-specific, but specific for cell-proliferative
processes revealing more information about the pathophysiology
of FLAIR signal increase.
Previous studies showed that an increase in FLAIR signal of the

fluid within the resection cavity occurs in partially and completely
resected glioma and is a specific sign for tumor recurrence and tu-
mor progression [8 – 10]. However, the pathophysiology of this
sign still remains unclear. The previous studies postulated that
FLAIR signal increase might occur due to an encapsulation of the
resection cavity by tumor cells leading to higher protein concen-
tration. This hypothesis is also confirmed by the fact that this sign

▶ Fig. 2 Case of a patient with previous resection of an intracranial sarcoma metastasis. The first column shows FLAIR A and post contrast T1w D
images during follow-up. The second column shows FLAIR signal increase B in the resection cavity, but no contrast enhancement E. The third col-
umn shows follow-up MRI 122 days later that reveals a further FLAIR signal intensity increase C and also contrast enhancement surrounding the
resection cavity. Diagnosis of recurrent disease was confirmed histopathologically.
▶ Abb. 2 Fall eines Patienten mit zuvor resezierter zerebraler Sarkommetastase. Die erste Spalte zeigt FLAIR A und T1-gewichtete Aufnahmen
nach Kontrastmittel D. Die zweite Spalte zeigt einen FLAIR-Signalanstieg der Flüssigkeit in der Resektionshöhle B, aber keine Kontrastmittelanrei-
cherung E. Die dritte Spalte zeigt ein Verlaufs-MRT 122 Tage später, das einen weiteren FLAIR-Signalanstieg zeigt C und auch eine Kontrastmitte-
lanreicherung F, die Rezidivdiagnose wurde histologisch gesichert.
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mainly occurs in cases without an open connection of the resec-
tion cavity to the CSF. In these cases exchange of CSF is not possi-
ble, leading to higher protein concentration and hindering wash-
out of the protein [8, 10]. Also in this study a FLAIR signal increase
was only observed in cases without an open connection to the
CSF, thus supporting this hypothesis.
A FLAIR signal increase is observed as a specific sign for local tu-

mor recurrence, but not for distant tumor recurrence in brain me-
tastases as was expected according to the potential pathophysiol-
ogy. Moreover, this strengthens the hypothesis of the potential
described pathomechanism. As a FLAIR signal increase is also ob-
served in brain metastases and not only in gliomas, the conclusion
can be drawn that this sign is not glioma-specific, but also occurs
in other cell-proliferative diseases. This fact also supports the hy-
pothesis that encapsulation of the resection cavity by tumor cells
is the possible pathophysiology of the signal increase. However,
this is still a theory and studies with analysis of the fluid composi-
tion will have to be performed to investigate the exact pathome-
chanisms of the signal increase.
The previous study showed that a FLAIR signal increase can oc-

cur in partially and completely resected and in irradiated and only
rarely in non-irradiated gliomas [8]. In this study a signal increase
was observed in both completely and partially resected brain me-
tastases, but only in irradiated metastases. However, as a FLAIR
signal increase was only observed in two completely and one par-
tially resected as well as in three irradiated brain metastases in this
study, the validity of this sign for subgroups is too low. Further

studies with larger patient cohorts will have to be performed. Fur-
thermore, the delineation between complete and partial tumor
resection remains challenging in malignant brain tumors – both
in gliomas and in brain metastases – as the exact borders of the
tumor are hard to define [13, 14].
Hemorrhage as well as infarction with a subsequently disrupted

brain barrier are described as showing a FLAIR signal increase and
may represent a pitfall in the application of this sign for tumor re-
currence/tumor progression [15, 16]. Hemorrhage as a confound-
ing factor of FLAIR hyperintensity was discussed in the previous
studies [8, 10]. As bleeding is a rare complication in glioma [17,
18], it is observed more often in brain metastases, especially in
brain metastases of melanoma or renal cancer [1]. In our study
bleeding was mainly observed in the early postoperative MRI ex-
amination (< 72 hours after surgery) and not during follow-up.
Therefore, only cases with at least two follow-up MRI scans after
the early postoperative MRI scan were included in order to avoid
this bias. To avoid misinterpretation due to bleeding in the resec-
tion cavity, T1-weighted images without contrast agent are im-
portant for differentiation and are also routinely used in brain tu-
mor imaging [19]. Moreover, postoperative infarction is observed
after surgery of brain metastases and may cause a bias of the
FLAIR signal increase [20]. However, vasogenic edema due to in-
farction is observed mainly in the first days after surgery and
these images were excluded from analysis.
In addition to hemorrhage and infarction, infection might pres-

ent another pitfall in the evaluation of the FLAIR signal intensity of
the resection cavity as discussed previously [8]. Intracranial infec-
tion is known to show a higher protein concentration and subse-
quently a higher FLAIR signal intensity [21]. In our study patients
with infection in the resection cavity were excluded from analysis

▶ Fig. 3 Case of a patient with previous incomplete resection of
ovarial cancer brain metastasis. FLAIR images during follow-up B
show an increase in signal intensity in the resection cavity. Progres-
sive contrast enhancement was observed surrounding the resection
cavity D.
▶ Abb. 3 Fall einer Patientin mit einer zuvor inkomplett resezier-
ten Hirnmetastase eines Ovarial-Karzinoms. Die FLAIR-Aufnahmen
im Verlauf B zeigen einen Signalanstieg der Flüssigkeit in der Re-
sektionshöhle, zudem zeigt sich eine progrediente Kontrastmittel-
anreicherung um die Resektionshöhle D.

▶ Fig. 4 Box plots for signal intensity values in the resection cavity
A and for the change of signal intensity in the resection cavity C in
cases with and without recurrent disease and in cases with or with-
out local tumor recurrence B, D respectively. *P< 0.05.
▶ Abb. 4 Kastengrafik für die Signalintensität in der Resektions-
höhle A und für die Änderung der Signalintensität in der Resek-
tionshöhle C in Fällen mit oder ohne Tumorrezidiv und in Fällen mit
oder ohne lokales Tumorrezidiv B, D. *P< 0.05.
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to avoid this bias. However, in the clinical routine diffusion-
weighted imaging, which is routinely used in brain tumor ima-
ging, can help to differentiate a FLAIR signal increase due to infec-
tion from a FLAIR signal increase due to tumor progression/tumor
recurrence [22, 23].
Comparing this method to other advanced imaging methods

such as perfusion-weighted imaging and PET imaging, the sensi-
tivity of 50.0 % is low, thus making this sign unsuitable for screen-
ing [24 – 29]. However, the high specificity is of significant impor-
tance in the clinical routine. FLAIR images are included in the
standard imaging protocol of brain tumors. No other imaging
methods have to be used.
The main limitations of this study are its retrospective design

and the low patient number, especially the low number of pa-
tients with a FLAIR signal increase and local tumor recurrence.
However, in this study we assessed 204 patients. Due to missing
follow-up or shrinking of the resection cavity, many cases could
not be included for further analysis. This might be explained by
the poor prognosis of patients with brain metastases as well as
by early tumor recurrence/tumor progression despite therapy in
many cases (depending on the histopathological subtype) [5].
Also the number of cases of local tumor recurrence especially
after local radiotherapy to the resection bed is low compared to
the risk of distant tumor recurrence/progression [30]. Further-
more, a separate analysis for different histopathological subtypes
of brain metastases might be useful to estimate the value of this
sign for each primary tumor. However, due to the low number of
patients developing this sign (n = 3), this calculation is not possi-
ble and might be a subject for further studies.
Another limitation is the analysis of data from different MR

scanners and different sequences which might introduce an una-
voidable bias. To reduce this bias, the ratio of the FLAIR signal in-
tensity in the resection cavity compared to the CSF was calculated
as previously described and showed similar results [10]. However,
to solve this problem, further studies with images from a single
MR scanner with the same FLAIR sequence should be performed.
Another limitation might arise due to the sometimes quite diffi-

cult differentiation between tumor progression and pseudopro-
gression in brain metastases [28, 31, 32]. For gliomas, PET and
perfusion imaging are important for differentiation. For brain me-
tastases, the data are limited, and progression is defined accord-
ing to the RANO criteria for brain metastases [12, 24, 26, 27, 33,
34]. In this study, recurrent tumor was proven histopathologically
in 3 of 6 cases with local recurrence. The other 3 cases were either
proven by advanced imaging methods (PET) or progressive resi-
dual tumor.

CLINICAL RELEVANCE OF THIS STUDY

▪ An increase in FLAIR signal intensity of the fluid within the

resection cavity might be a highly specific and early sign

for local tumor recurrence/progression also for brain me-

tastases, suggesting that this sign is not glioma-specific,

but specific for cell-proliferative processes.

▪ As FLAIR images are included in the standard imaging

protocol in brain tumor imaging, this sign might help in

the diagnosis of tumor recurrence or tumor progression in

completely or partially resected brain metastases.

▪ Studies with larger patient cohorts should be performed to

confirm the results of this study.
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